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1. King’s “three snapshots” plus Volcker description of “practical 

monetarism” do a good job of briefly representing crucial aspects of 

experience over 1951-1982 (excluding 1979-82). 

2. Did not know of Volcker, NY Fed QR (1977).  Have recommended his 

JME (1978), similar in several respects.  (1977) is more useful. 

3. First SS, Fall 1965, under Martin, “kept the interest rate low and made 

money growth high, on the insistence of the Johnson administration.”  

[Can see below that base growth was quite rapid, about 5.2% pa (compare 

with below 1% 1954-58 or 8% 1973-4.  Shows change occurring between 

1960 and 1962 and also 62-64.]  Meltzer has told me that Martin held  
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view that the Fed’s role was to be “independent within the govt,” not 

independent of the govt.”  Meltzer explains (p. 85,  vol 2) that Martin  

“...  made it clear that to him independence did not permit the Fed Reserve 

to prevent inflation if the admin and Congress ran large budget deficits.”  

This is not what I think of as CB independence. 

4. Does Meltzer judge that this is an important aspect of Martin’s policy 

conception?  Index has entry for “Martin, William McChesney, his 

concept of independence within govt,” which leads us to pp. 84-88.  But 

also to pp. 48, 94, 154, 288-290, 403, 485, 530, 590, 675, 1223-1224. 

5. Martin comes out well on King’s evaluation wrt Martin’s understanding 



that expectations of inflation matter, both in creating a difference between 

nominal and real interest rates and in the expectations-augmented Phillips 

curve.   

6.  But to me it seems that Martin’s concept of independence is very far 

from what is needed to fulfill a CB’s essential role under a fiat money 

system, i.e., providing a nominal anchor. 

7.  Herbert Stein (1969, p. 277) says “there was to be abundant evidence 

that Mr. Martin was not the Treasury’s tool.”  But see lb’s above. 

8. Return to King’s discussion.  He says that he learned, in contrast to 

previous views, that Martin “spoke out about links between inflation, 



expectations, wage-price setting, and interest [rates] at CBC in March 

1969” and that “while FOMC did not use “real interest rate” and “natural 

rate of unemployment” jargon, they were taking actions consistent with 

those views through 1969.”  Figure above shows base growth rate during 

1969 was 4.4%, about three times as large as during 1954-61 but well 

below the average for 1971-79. 

 So, I am not as impressed ad King about the Fed’s attitude toward the 

NRH or the real-vs-nominal rate distinction, but of course I agree with his 

view that matters changed for the worse when Burns replaced Martin. 

King suggests that there was a “policy U-turn” after Burns began at start 



of Feb. 1970.  The base growth rate in 1970.Q2 was 6.6, higher than any 

value during 1951-1964.  And the growth rate stayed higher almost every 

qtr for the remainder of Burns’s tenure. 

9.  We all know that Burns favored wage-price controls (and I hope we all 

feel the same about this).  I was aware that he converted a difficult 

situation into something worse.  But I did not know of the L. Silk article or 

of the term “Accord of 1970.”   

10. King emphasizes “One key question and answer: when did the Fed 

start to think this way”—i.e., in terms of components of practical 

monetarism that recognizes real vs. nominal rates and NRH-version PC.  



His answer is that “important elements are in 1969 perspectives and 

policies of the Martin FOMC, deepening the tragedy of Burns-Nixon 

policies.” 

Is this a TRAGEDY? 

    


